
WE PROVIDE THE

BEST SOLUTIONS.
Experiencing dilemma for construction
equipment? Do not fret. Prestige Rental
can help solve your company's
complex problems related to renting
heavy equipment.

WE OFFER THE BEST FINANCIAL

ADVICE FOR YOUR COMPANY.

Contact Number : +966 50 655 2769

Email Id : sales@prestigerentl.com
www.prestigerentl.com



Introduction
Prestige is a Saudi Arabian conglomerate with diverse interests, including Heavy Equipment
Rental, Manpower Supply, Trading, and General Contracting.

Prestige has become a known name as a contributor and facilitator to many industrial and
commercial development complexes within the region. Remarkably, the company has
established itself as a leading contracting force in Saudi Arabia, providing services to key
clients in the industrial and commercial sector and by which it is directly or indirectly
participating in the economic boom.

Prestige offers a wide array of equipment and highly dependable manpower on contractual
basis to many projects across Saudi Arabia, thus helping businesses complete milestones
successfully. The company also undertakes turnkey projects.

The Trading division of Prestige undertakes various challenges of the supply chain industry,
particularly in electrical and mechanical spheres. And, its competitiveness and flexibility in
payment modules is creating its own customer audience with a rapidly growing positive
response.

Prestige has to its credit, a long list of several successfully completed, sophisticated projects:
Oil and gas installations, petrochemical plants, power generation, heavy lifting, logistic
support and equipment rentals.

Prestige continues to work closely and tirelessly to assimilate and integrate its established
values into the thought process of its business. Needless to say, the company has earned a
winning reputation for its outstanding product quality, reliability and service excellence in
the oil and gas industry.



CEO Message
By the Grace of Almighty Allah SWT., M/s Prestige Rental Equipment has grown drastically in
terms of business goals, reach, talent, specialty and expertise. We have worked hard to
preserve human dignity and relied on the knowledge of our employees to accomplish our
missions by placing customer-centeredness on top of our agenda.

We are continuously striving to delight our beloved customers and are equally committed in
our efforts to contribute to the development of national, regional and international markets.
We have ensured that we work with utmost sincerity and dedication to meet customer
expectations.

I and my entire team of Prestige are committed to further the aforementioned aims and
objectives by using the best talent, resources, and state-of-the-art equipment and machinery.

A delightful customer experience is always our first priority.



Core Competence

 Construction Equipment Rental

 Heavy Lifting Service

 Transportation & Logistic Service

 Manpower Supply

 Fencing Service

 Porta Cabin Service

Trade of used construction equipment's & power generators



Construction Equipment Rental

The Equipment Rental division supplies all types of equipment to industries such
as construction, oil and gas, petrochemicals, and small and medium industrial
companies. The Equipment Rental division is specialized in three areas: Heavy and
light lifting, power, and transportation. The reliable service and dedication has
helped various clients in getting their job done efficiently, safely, and cost-
effectively.

Prestige is backed with technical expertise along with trained, experienced and
certified operators and riggers. The company provides dedicated backup service
through its team of qualified technicians, quality equipment, and quick logistic
support.

Not to mention, Prestige provides quality service support with a diligent
commitment to every need of its clients. Its lifting solutions are customized to suit
the requirements of all medium to large-sized projects.



Heavy Lifting Services

Heavy equipment is used to lift heavy cargo that are widely used in construction
projects. Infrastructure development is at its rapid pace throughout Saudi Arabia
and The Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC). As an integrated logistics company,
Prestige is widely known for offering cranes on a rental basis along with other
heavy equipment such as crawler cranes, all-terrain cranes, rough terrain cranes,
and truck cranes.



Transportation & Logistic Service

Transportation of heavy equipment
Public transport
Car rentals

Prestige undertakes the transportation or logistics of large, oversized equipment.
As you know, it demands a unique set of skills and knowledge to successfully
execute such assignments. The rich experience and strong technical know-how in
vehicle and equipment shipping has allowed Prestige to efficiently transport
oversized vehicles and equipment. Needless to say, the company has a track
record of handling numerous heavy lifting projects ranging from trucks, travel
trailers (low bed and hydraulic) and commercial buses.

The transportation services are divided into three segments:



Manpower Supply

Prestige also offers manpower supply and has a wide network of suppliers and
professionals through whom the best employment services are offered to its
clients. Several major projects have been successfully completed. What makes
Prestige shine in the market is that even before onboarding its clients, Prestige
spends a significant amount of time trying to understand the client requirements,
while offering them multiple options.

In addition, Prestige has been instrumental in creating job opportunities for
specialized job seekers. Interestingly, Prestige creates ideal temporary and
permanent employment matches across a variety of skill sets as and when
required by the relevant industry. The company continues to provide workforce
solutions to improve operational efficiency, performance and cost containment to
all domains within the Industry.



Fencing Work

Chain fencing
Mesh Fencing
Barbed Wire Fencing
Gates and Wire Fencing

Fencing and the related civil works are a major part of the contracting business at
Prestige. Fencing works range from supply and erection of temporary security,
offices, project sites, and camps. The supply and erection of fencing is done by a
high-quality steel mesh, chain link, barbed wire, and wire fencing—which is suitable
for all industries, including the private sector. The company is proud of its highly
skilled workforce who have got all the expertise over the use of technical
equipment and machinery in the whole fencing process and are highly efficient in
managing and completing the job assigned.

Some of the fencing works are



Porta Cabin 

Portacabin in Saudi Arabia is an emerging new concept in the construction industry
and we at Prestige sells & rent portacabin. Portacabins are more protective against
stringent environments, yet economical. The standard module for a spatial array
uses a light steel structure with sandwich panel wall and steel to make it simple,
beautiful, and comfortable for short work cycles.



Trade of used construction equipment's
& power generators

Revolutionizing the used construction equipment industry!

Prestige was founded in 2015 on the belief that buying and selling used
construction equipment in the Saudi Arabia market should be a simple and
straight-forward process. Our mission is to provide buyers and sellers with a safe
and secure platform that ensures transparency every step of the way.
The range of equipment’s start from Cranes, Forklifts, Excavator, Boom Truck and
all construction equipment and power generators.



Thanking You

Prestige Rental Equipment.
AWTAD Commercial Centre

Saeed Ibn Zaqr, 5th Floor, Aziziyah, Jeddah 23334


